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Introduction

Rigid frame construction is employed in many of crossroads in cities, and
its dynamic properties are now required to be reexamined. From our past
experiences, it is known that the knee joints are in most cases weak points in
rigid frame construction. Efforts have been made to pursue the properties of
knee joints in designing based on the theory of elastic design, and recently
the rigid frame construction has been taken up as an example in which the
theory of plastic design can effectively be applied. All these have brought
knee joints under examination from new angles. Essential property required
of knee joints of rigid frame construction is, in general, the property to correctly
transfer bending moment from beam to column, which causes a large shearing
stress in the knee joints. Particularly, the web of straight knee joints with
thin walled box section is subjected to shearing collapse due to this large
shearing stress. Therefore, it will be required to have thorough understanding
of such shearing stress and to devise a means to reduce it. Concerning this
matter, there have been published some reports on utilization of wide flange
steel for columns and beams having I-section. The present authors have con-
firmed from their actual survey of shearing stress distribution in knee joints
of rigid frame construction having box section that it is almost a parabolic
distribution, and suggested that the calculation made on the assumption that
it is a uniform distribution should be corrected.
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In straight knee joints, the stress from the inside flange of a column acts
on the inside flange of beam as concentrated load, which causes shear lag, and
this shear lag produces stress concentration on flange near the beam web. Due
consideration must be paid to the stress distribution determined by the
dimensions of the section. Reports so far published are, in many cases, on the
study of wide flange steel for columns and beams having I-section. The trouble
is that the stress is concentrated on the part of flange or web near the line of
intersection of inside corners of column and beam, and that when the section
formed by welding is used, the point of stress concentration coincides the
point of intersection of welded Joint. This may affect the ultimate strength
of welded composite section under some conditions. From the viewpoint of
welding, box section must be considered to be somewhat different so far as

the ultimate strength is concerned.
In this report, the authors explain about the calculation of stress due to

shear lag in straight knee Joint flanges with box section and the diagrams used
in estimating the stress, and mention the application of this theory to other
types which differ somewhat from the type described.

Cylindrical columns have come to be more used in recent days in view of
the advantages of cylindrical construction. Such problems as shearing stress
in cylinders at knee joints and shear lag in beam flanges are no exception to
this type. With reference to shearing stress in cylinder at knee joints, a system,
in which beam web is inserted into cylinder, has been developed and its advantages

have been examined in comparison with the simple system to butt beam
web to cylinder. Simplified way of thinking has been presented so that the
theory on straight knee Joint flanges with box section might be applied to the
stress in beam flange at knee Joint of cylindrical construction.

A circular are haunch type has been adopted in knee joints of rigid frame
construction for railway bridge piers which are subjected to repeated load.
Shearing stress in knee joints is generally lessened in this type as compared
with other types. The flange force from column to beam is distributed within
the ränge that the are projeetion Covers the beam axis, on account of which
the effect of shear lag on the straight flange is relatively small. In this type,
however, the warping of web and are flange at knee Joint is large, which causes

fairly high stress concentration in the proximity of the web of are flange. This
report treats of the calculation of stress in are flange at are knee Joint with
box section and provides the results of the experiments.

1. Straight Knee Joint

This type is in the most populär use. In most cases, square steel is fixedly
arranged on the line of intersection of the inside flanges of a column and beam.
This arrangement is made to cope with problems related to a possible lowering
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of yield strength incident to a steel plate subjected to stress in the direction of
its thickness and the rigidity of the flanges on the line of intersection and to
look for the effect of stress in column flanges distributed in and acting on
beam webs.

The Tokyo Expressway Corporation adopts the design method proposed
by the present author for the calculation of knee joints. This method is a
revised version of L. S. Beedle's theory with respect to shearing stress in
webs at knee joints. As regards stress in flanges, due regard is paid to the
stress due to shear lag. It is expressly indicated that the stress due to shear

lag in flanges can be obtained by model calculation and diagrams used for
estimating the stress due to shear lag are presented with the aim of simplifying
the calculation.

1.1. Shearing Stress in Webs

Prof. Beedle has published the valuable results of his study on the design
of knee joints of rigid frames. He sets forth the advantages of designing knee

joints in straight form on the following assumptions:

a) Shearing stress is distributed uniformly in webs.

b) The theory of the maximum shearing stress is observed with respect to
yield condition for safety's sake. Therefore, ry o-yj2.

c) Only shearing stress acts on webs, while only normal stress on flanges.

Fig. l.

B '

-N- -o
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According to these assumptions, when members are subjected to loads as
shown in Fig. 1, normal stresses in the flanges DC and AB of the beam and
the flanges BC and AD of the column attenuate linearly and differences in
normal stress are transmitted to their respective webs as shearing stress.

This way facilitates calculation of stress. It is also applicable to straight
knee joints of box section.

Let M and N be bending moment and axial force. By referring to Fig. 2,

the flange force F can be written in the form

M9 N,
<L

¦" 2 ri _~2~' *2 ~ d.

M9 N9
' + (1)

r.
r^TT
I-8 4°" ^Nl

Ti» II M,

KU.

dz

11 —

Fig. 2.

Let Q be shearing foree, and the shearing stress t can be written in the form

FM

— a2 v2 ^ 0'2i 2

: T01 > T02 :

-ff)2

2dxt2' 2d±t2 r02, (2)

By referring to Fig. 1, the bending moment at which the webs are caused

to yield by shearing stress may be obtained in the form

M - h&X^Vy r 1 1
MhM - g L d1 + d2\

2L

(3a)

The bending moment at which the flanges are caused to yield by normal
stress is defined as

m»m T^
______!_ _J_

S +AL

(3b)
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where S and A denote the modulus of section and sectional area of the member
which is smaller in web height, respectively, and d is the web height of the
other member.

Let ra be allowable shearing unit stress in Eq. (2) for r.

T01 Ttl Ta'

T02 — Ti2= Ta'

And ra is assumed to be related to allowable tensile unit stress oa in the form

Ta 0.45aa. (4)

The ratio of allowable shearing unit stress to allowable tensile unit stress is
estimated at a lower value than that in other parts of bridges in due consideration

of the difference between the shearing stress distributed in knee joints
assumed in Eq. (2) and that actually observed. It is assumed in Eq. (2) that
shearing stress is distributed uniformly in the webs at a knee Joint, while,
according to the results of actual observations, shearing stress has a somewhat
larger value at the middle of the knee Joint and near the point of intersection
of the inner flanges. In other words, it is disributed approximately in parabolic
form rather than uniformly. When the relation between a load and a change
in the interval between load points is viewed from the results of experiments,
the condition of initial yield is more definitely expressed by the theory in
support of the parabolic distribution of shearing stress. By applying rav/rmax
0.9 (where rmax is the maximum value of the shearing stress assumed to be
distributed in parabolic form and rav is the value of the shearing stress assumed
to be distributed uniformly in an ordinary section) to the yield condition
r 0.5ay based on the theory of the maximum shearing stress, ra 0A5aa was
proposed for the calculation in which shearing stress is assumed to be distributed

uniformly.
Webs tend to become thicker according to this method of calculation than

according to conventional methods of calculation. This means a less tendency
to stress concentration in flanges due to shear lag. That is to say, welded
flanges and webs intersect at one point in three directions in a straight knee
Joint of box section and the maximum stress is exerted on this point of
intersection. In this type, about 1.5 to 3 stress concentration brought about at
this point leaves a defect coupled with the quality of welded joints. This knee
Joint is subject to repeated alternate stress under vehicle and earthquake loads.
As the mean stress in this type of knee Joint has been allowed to come down
to the proximity of the yield point of steel under designed earthquake load,
it is subject to high stress low cycle fatigue according to the degree of stress
concentration coupled with residual stress due to welding. This is why stress
concentration at this part is desired to be reduced to a minimum in some way
or other.
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1.2. Calculation of Shear Lag Arising in Flanges at Knee Joints and Diagrams
Used for Estimating Stress Due to Shear Lag

The problem taken up in designing thin walled section is the phenomenon
of shear lag arising in flanges and webs near concentrated load. The
phenomenon of shear lag is caused by inner constraint when there is a difference in
shearing strain between adjoining sections in the longitudinal direction of
flanges. As the stress due to shear lag generally has the same sign as the stress
due to bending moment, it comes into question at that part of a member which is

subjected to the maximum bending moment. It should be corrected to bending
stress to which the law pertaining to the retention of plane can be applied.

Shear lag is analyzed on the following assumptions:

1. Beams have uniform sectional form and are made of a uniform and iso-

tropical elastic body.
2. The flanges are joined to the web at right angle to each other.

3. Bernoulli-Euler 's assumption holds good in the web plate and the flanges
are the plates on which shearing force and normal stress act along the
boundary.

4. Strain remains unchanged at that part where the flanges and the web are
welded together on the ground of continuity.

This is shown in terms of boundary condition in Fig. 3. This condition is
used for solving the Airy's stress function </>.

O-y =0

Tx =0 v=0 -t, t,-

d' d'
Fig. 3.

From the fact that the strain in the web plate is equal to that in the flanges
at y b' in Fig. 3,

°"u> (ax-v (5)

The effective width of the flanges is defined as

b

Tf o ld y\ o

o-„
(6)
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The modulus of section S can be written in the form

s 12A1A2 + 4,AW(A1 + A2)+A2W d'
2 _L2 + Aw o

12A1A2 +4:Aw(A1-j-A2) +AW d
8 2AyÄ„ T' (8)

where Aw: sectional area of web plate,
2d': height of web plate,
Ax\ effective sectional area of upper flange,
A2 : effective sectional area of lower flange.

Hence

m

This represents the fourth boundary condition.
By putting

M acos(r>x + rj) (10)

we obtain

<f> (A cosh ly + Bsinh £,y+ C £,y cosh £,y +Dl, y sinh £,y) cos (£,x + r]). (11)

By inserting this in the boundary condition, the effective width V is defined
as

t, cosh jb' sinh £6' + gfe'

21 cosh2 IV { }

in box section.
Developing the moment acting on the beam into the Fourier series

M 2ansin^-a;. (13)
n=l l

The stress caused by bending is defined as

n/r °°
M ST an mr

When shear lag is taken into account

00

M \^ an mr° =-q- 2_ ö-sm-T-s. (15)

Therefore, the stress as due to shear lag can be written in the form

'•-S^-sK^t*- (16)
n l * n '
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The part at which shear lag comes into question in the rigid frame
construction is a knee Joint. Great shearing force is exerted on the knee Joint
through which the moment in the column is transmitted to the beam, resulting
in shearing deformation and high stress due to shear lag in the section of the
knee Joint. Moreover, the maximum moment acts on the knee Joint, making
it necessary to give consideration to the stress due to shear lag.

Let us calculate moment distribution by regarding the Variation of shearing
force as the concentrated load W applied to the middle of a simple beam.

Developing the moment exerted on the middle of the simple beam into
Fourier series

711- £ • U1T

n=l l

Putting x l\2 in the above equation
OO

2 WJ \-h 1

i/ -4-X-2> (n 1,3,5,7,...). (17)
n=l

Hence, the stress due to shear lag in this case is written in the form

2Wl\^ / 1 1\ 1
1,3,5,7,...). (18)

Assume that the upper and lower flanges' have the same section and let tx

be the thickness of the flanges, and we can derive from Eq. (7) and (8)

S U't1d' + ^-Aw. (19)

\sn s) wntyy^Aw 4,b'ty+~Aw

i__3 _Bg b'

(20)

Awd' l + Rs 1+__p
'

where Rs -^ (21)

and Af is the sectional area of each of the upper and lower flanges. Hence

2Wl\T 3 R~ L~"V 1£
1- K

n2 U Awd' 1 + Rs T p K n2

00 i "«
Wb' ^ 6 l R~ l—Vy _ _ ___ v ± (22)' Li tt* b' 1 + R« i » &'» n*

K '

___5 =*__.S
a A„, d _L.,
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where Ss }
n=l

In box section

where

6 l Rs l~7 1

TT2 b' 1+ „1 + Ä^»1*

K cosh £ b' sinh £ b' + £ 6'
b' 2 £6'cosh2 £6'

6'
£6' W77

Z

(«=1,3,5,7,...). (23)

(24)

(25)

Therefore, if the value of n is taken far enough, the value of Ss can be

calculated accurately. Ss is the function of Rs, j-, and -^-. Assuming j-, 10, the

value of SÄ is calculated with respect to all possible values of Rs -j-^ as
l lshown in Fig. 4. It has been confirmed that, if r-, > 4, Ss is little related to j-, •

0.50

0.45

0.40

CO

0.35

0.30

0.25

ö

*
5

Rs
Fig. 4.

Assuming that the web plate of the column transmits no moment and the
axial force is only born by the flanges, the inside flange force Fi2 of the column
can be defined as

F M2 N2

The Variation of shearing force in the section A D is defined as

W 23,
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If an arbitrary box section is given, we can calculate

6_t,
Zs= A

vl

and find out the value of Ss to Rs by referring to Fig. 4. Therefore, as can be

calculated easily from
b Fi2

ffsl37Ss' (26)

The maximum stress in the flanges can be calculated from the bending
stress aB and the stress due to axial force crA on the assumption that the beam
is subjected to pure bending moment.

amax GB + °N + <*S ' (27)

1.3. Results of Experiments

The results of experiments with this type are illustrated as follows.
Fig. 6 shows shearing stress in the webs at the knee Joint and Fig. 7 and 8

show axial stress in the flanges.
The results of these experiments indicate that the values obtained by the

above-mentioned calculations are very close to the measured values.
An M — Ai curve is shown in Fig. 9. Ai is the amount of a change in load

3750 800

Fig. 5.

12 o

(mm

v

~w
R
500
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point interval. According to this diagram, the yield condition is satisfied by
the bending moment MhM derived from r^ 0.45 0-^ in the knee Joint, giving
no play to the total plastic moment Mp.

That is to say, the yield condition is satisfied by the shearing force in this
type of knee Joint, resulting in a possible lowering of the total plastic moment
in the column or beam. Therefore, it is necessary to pay careful attention to
the thickness of the web at the knee Joint.

Great stress concentration is brought about in the proximity of the inner
point in the knee Joint. This makes it necessary to keep the welded joining
part transmissible of the total strength of the plate.

As the stress concentration due to shear lag is reduced by increasing the
web at the knee Joint in thickness, any consideration given to shearing force
in the knee Joint will also have an effect on the stress concentration in the
proximity of the inner point.

1.4. Application to Other Types

A straight haunch type knee Joint is seen when an increase in the height
of a web is limited to the proximity of the knee Joint to cope with great
bending moment exerted on it. It is also applied to the middle column in a
multi-span rigid frame to which beams are joined at somewhat different
heights from each other (Fig. 10).
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s: Start ing point

e: End point

(a)
Fig. 10.

(b)

In this type, stress concentration at the starting or end point of the straight
haunch comes into question. The stress at this point is presumed to be affected
considerably by the haunch angle, the radius of curvature R of a flange and
the use of a diaphragm at the starting point or end point of the haunch.

It is of great importance for designers to give a detailed experimental
examination to these factors. So far as the present author knows, the results
of experiments on the straight haunch type knee Joint in members of box
section have not been published.

Shearing stress in webs of this type is treated in the same way as that in
straight reetangular type knee joints.

F01, Ftl, F02 and Fi2 are the same as given in Eq. (1). From Fig. 11

Q2 =Ni,

From Eq. (28) r01
Fn

'02

2d2t2'

F02

2d[t2'

Qx =N2~F%1Un6.

T"~ 2d2t2 ~To1'

_Fi2-Flltand-Q1_
T* 9 — 777T~. — T|

(28)

(29)

'»2 2d[t2 02-

_foi r
T«, I

1 L0\

y\A
"

__fr "77-o ii >msp' f-
_=^rsTT B" FL_n£__

e F
I .<_

krrc F,s ^ + ^
a

F,i

d2

-t2

Fis

Vs

Fig. 11.

(b)
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The axial stress in flanges of this type can be calculated in the same way
as that in the above-mentioned straight reetangular type.

Suppose that the forces acting on the points e and s in Fig. 11 (a) are
arranged as shown in Fig. 11 (b) and the resultant forces are concentrated in
the sections A and C. According to this figure,

F^F^-F^UnO, Fs FiSt&nt (30)

Stress due to shear lag in the sections A, B and C are defined respectively as

Jsi
ft Fe

s1, °S2
b Fix b F,

Jsc
s (31)d A c'al ^wC

where S1, S2 and Sc can be found from the above-mentioned estimated dia

Dimensions of speeimen
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: Axial stress in the flange Fig. 12.

• : Shearing stress in the web
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grams used for estimating the stress due to shear lag with respect to Rs of the
respective sections.

In this case, the section C in which the starting point of the haunch lies is

provided with a diaphragm.
The results of experiments in this type are illustrated in Fig. 12, 13 and 14.

Fig. 13.

Measured value
Calculated value
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Fig. 14.
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According to these figures, shearing stress in the knee Joint decreases and
shearing stress in the part in which the starting point of the haunch lies
increases with an increase in haunch angle. The calculated values of shearing
stress in the knee Joint come nearly in coincidence with the measured values.
With an increase in haunch angle, the maximum axial stress in the flanges
increases in the section in which the starting point of the haunch lies but
decreases in the section in which the end point of the haunch lies. The calculated
values of the maximum axial stress in the flanges are a little smaller than the
measured values, while they show practically the same tendency with regard to
Variation with a change in haunch angle. As the specimens used in this experi-
ment are devised to show a difference caused by the presence of a diaphragm
in the section C, the diaphragm is designed to be removably attached to the
section C with bolts. Judging from the fact that sizable deformation was found
in the section C even when a diaphragm was attached to the section in this
experiment, the large measured values in the section where the starting point
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Fig. 15.

of the haunch with large haunch angel lies may be attributed mainly to how
fightly the diaphragm is bolted.

An M — Ad curve is shown in Fig. 15. According to this figure, these initial
yields arise, for the most part, at Mh(r), indicating that careful attention must
be paid to the thickness of webs at this point in a knee Joint as in the case of
the straight reetangular type. A fairly large value of Mh^ can be expected
by enlarging the haunch angle. The local shearing stress at the starting point
of the haunch has a less effect on Mh (t) and A d than the shearing stress
in the whole knee Joint.

The application of this theory to straight flanges at an are knee Joint will
be described hereinafter. (The calculation of stress in circular are flanges at
circular are knee joints will be described in Chapter 3.)

Assuming that flange force is uniformly distributed in the are part, the
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distributed load Fi\Ri acts in the normal direction of the flange as shown in
Fig. 16 (b). Let the rigid frame be substituted by a beam, and the force down
Fi Ad sind will act on Ax as shown in Fig. 16 (a), placing the beam under the
distributed load FtA^e -g within d^x^d + R,.

rAx R,A0 sin0
F,A0.sin0 F| _0

A0

R, 0
LU Li.

a (b)

^A0

Fig. 16.

r r
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C)An ll s. \ 1

jft^X
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0 30-4-i v- :_ -5l
4 A L
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0 20-/^ X^ >ss
¦vi \: m3.05
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-0.50r -^—=_S^===:;'
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(b)
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X

Fig. 17.
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Expanding the moment acting on the beam into Fourier series

M ^|2iSin{^(d +f)}™^«Mk*)>
where mrIn

4000

g]A
S

800

6e0

800

(32)

(33)

Fig. 18.

Let us find out the stress due to shear lag according to the method described
in Section 1—2. When the distributed load Fi\Ri is applied in the middle of
the span of a simple beam over the length of Ri, the bending moment in the
middle of the span can be written in the form

M 2_yv 1 sm
n-nPi

21

__ nA n-nRi (»=1,3,5, (34)

21

\Sn Sj Awd' 1

_Lo
K
v

+ %s 1+^RS

6 l iJÄ __.V
n-nRi

1 sm^r
7T2 b' 1 + R<? t b'n n n 2 mrRi

21

ft %

(35)
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where ** £ 6 l _ßo
_____

V

\^b' l+Bsl+KEs
1

n-nRi
sm n

n2 n-nRi (n= 1,3,5,...). (36)

21

Therefore, the estimated diagram shown in Fig. 17 (b) can be obtained for
shear lag in the straight flange at the are knee Joint. In this diagram, the
curve for Riß 0 is identical with the one shown in Fig. 4. The result of
measurement of the straight flange of this type used in the experiment is shown
in Fig. 19. The calculated values are fairly close to the measured values.

-800
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-400

-200
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7^l
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Calculated value

P 30t

1 23
__________

Fig. 19.

2. Knee Joint in Which a Cylinder is Used as a Column

The type in which a cylinder is used as a column has been adopted in
various places. The use of a cylinder as a column is attributed to its fine
appearance, its excellence in local buckling and torsional resistance featuring
the cylindrical construction and its section characteristics free from direc-
tionality.

» I _ l er

r T

i M

| ö7~

W

FP!_____

Fig. 20. Fig. 21.
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This type of knee Joint has two varieties, one having the beam web butted
to the cylinder and the other having the beam web interlocked with the
cylinder (Fig. 20 and 21). Although the one having the beam web interlocked
with the cylinder is complicated and hard to manufacture, the cylinder at the
knee Joint can be reduced in thickness to some extent because the thickness
of the interlocked web can be taken into consideration in calculating shearing
stress at the knee Joint.

Shear lag must be taken into consideration in calculating the bending stress
of the beam as in the case of the straight type, while the circumferential stress
at the point on which beam flange force acts and the stress of a diaphragm
must be taken into account in calculating the stress of the column.

Shearing Stress of Cylinder

The case in which the web of a beam is simply butted to the side of a

cylindrical column:
Shearing stress at the knee Joint can be written by referring to Fig. 22 in

the form

vBtp f \RJ ' lmax _-*ii-e.<T (37)

ra =0.5aa, (38)

F M+N>where

tx shearing stress,

ra — allowable shearing unit stress,
Ac sectional area of cylinder.

A diaphragm is provided on the section of the column to which the beam
flange is butted.

The case in which the web of a beam is interlocked with a cylinder:
When an opening is provided in the position shown in Fig. 23, the statically

determinate shear flow function k0 is defined as

k0 R2 tp sin cp, (cp 0 ~ a),

k0 R2 tp sin cp + ^ dl t2, (cp a ~ (tt — a)), (39)

in the cylinder, and

in the interlocked web.

k0 R2 tp sin cp, (cp (tt — <x) ~ tt)

«o ^2, (y o~-j) (40)
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Fig. 22.

^oeu *06
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*05
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y\

Fig. 23

Fig. 24.

The statically indeterminate shear flow function S' attributable to closed
section is defined as

S'i-f+l^du o,

dz
~2

P
a 0

/ dz
2_J»oosa + ^-d|Ä(w-2a)+^,

T du R. _. d2

(2 + Jcos2a) tp +1(77 — 2a) £2COSa

(77 — 2 a) t2 + 2 ^ cos a

From Eqs. (41), (42) and (43)

/_' — R2t9 cos oc

at 99 a ~ (77 — a).
The shear flow function is given in the form

k k0 + S'.

(41)

(42)

(43)

(44)

(45)

The shearing stress in the knee Joint can be written by referring to Fig. 25

in the form
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1 T t '
1xip

T -31-q«c
2 /_«, ' (46)

where Ix: geometrical moment of inertia with respect to the #-axis of the
cylinder having the interlocked web,

rt: shearing stress of the cylinder,
t2 : shearing stress of the interlocked web.

V
«§x «

<£J

Cylinder

Interlocked web Fig. 25.

The shearing stress of the cylinder reaches its maximum value at cp — a or

9 77/2 as written in the form

Fil-Q:

Fix-Q7
*xtp \

- R2 sin a, (cp oc),

RHp + -d2t2 + SI K)-
(47)

The shearing stress of the interlocking web reaches its maximum value at
9 77/2 as written in the form

1x^2
(48)

Allowable shearing unit stress has been determined in accordance with the
theory of the maximum shearing stress. As the maximum value obtained by
measurement is practically the same as that obtained by calculation according
to the result of an experiment made with this type as described later, this type
differs from the straight reetangular type knee joints in that there is no
necessity for estimating the allowable shearing unit stress still lower.

Flange Stress of Beam

The stress of beam flanges is calculated in the same way as described above

by supposing a knee Joint consisting of a column of box section in which
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interlocking depth is regarded as the height of the web and the sum of the
thickness of an interlocked web and that of a cylinder is regarded as the thickness

of the web. The stress of beam flanges in the type in which the beam is
not interlocked with the column can be calculated in the same way as mentioned
above.

_Jtfi Ni M, N, b

^~ Sb Ab> °< °£1 dx A
Fi2 w

Sl>

l + ^Sl Jmil o-ii + ^si-
Since the value of Ft 2 increases rapidly with an increase in the value of a

by this method of calculation, it may be suggested to Substitute the distance
between centroids in the circular are for the interlocking depth as d2 as shown
in Fig. 26 (b).

11111- T
ii

{ _
_

J|

Li-

_i[__

il

il

d'_

Fig. 26.

(b)

(a)

However, in the case of a 50°, the value of the maximum stress of the
flanges calculated by d2 is closer to the measured value than that calculated
by d2, the value calculated by d2 being smaller than the measured value. The
practical value of a is found to ränge from 45° to 55° according to the sectional
dimensions of beams and the detailed design of joints. Within this ränge, the
value of Fi2 will not increase rapidly.

Circumferential Stress of the Cylinder and the Stress of the Diaphragm

The cylindrical column of this type must be examined carefully.
When diaphragms are provided on the section of a cylinder to which beam

flanges are butted, it has been confirmed that the measured value of the axial
stress of the cylindrical column is close to the calculated value based on the
conventional beam theory. It is proposed to prove circumferential stress in
the following way in providing the section of a cylinder with diaphragms.
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x Rsincp

Q9XT<P (b)

<\*,>Xi'-> X)

0.0*

—x/Z-
==jc tf ^Mn

To ^ff

/2Mo o-°M;
Fil

<P ¥Rsm,P

(0)

'^yM<p

(C)
Fig. 27.

The load which is put on a cylindrical column is assumed to be distributed
in the form of quadratic parabola over the width of beam flanges as shown
in Fig. 27.

1 1c + Th^- (49)

The resultant force Fixoi the load can be written in the form

Fil 2bjqdx 2b'{qc +^. (50)

It is assumed that Fix is balanced by the shear flow S^ in the section of
the cylinder.

^=äsin<p* (51)

where R is the radius of the cylinder extending to the center line of the thickness

of its wall.
Let T0 and M0 be statically indeterminate axial force and bending moment

as shown in Fig. 27. We obtain,
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when 0 ^ 9 ^ a

TP a
T9 =T^coscp-^cpsincp^qcRsin2cp^^^R^sincp, (52)

2 TT OO

Jp J? / J?f \
M^ M0 + T0R'(l-coscp) il--ll-coscp-—öcpsmcp\

77 l 2R ' (53)

-i?(ir-|)gcsinV-^
Q jP0sin9 — —^(sincp — 9COS9) — gc i? sin 9 cos 9 — -^ i?3 sin3 9 cos 9, (54)

2 TT ob

when a ^ 9 ^ 77

F., F,T =TQcoscp-^cpsincp + -^sincp, (55)
2 TT 2

jp D / J>f \

Mv M0 + T0R'(1-cos <p)—ü— II-COS93-—b«. sin9>)

-fc6'(JB'sin«P-^)-|6'(i.'sin«p-|6')
Jp J? / J?' \

M0 + T0 R' (1 - cos 9) ——— 11 - cos 9 - —= sin 91
77 \ 2 K l

FitR' 6'*
-^-|—sm9+—(2fc + ?d),

jp jp
Q =TQsincp-^(sincp-cpeoscp)--^coscp. (57)

2 TT 2

Rewriting Tv, M^ and Qv in terms ofk Fc*)IFil and X RjRf,

when 0 ^ 9 ^ a

_7L 2J cos 9 -41 (- sin 9 - -^- sin2^ -4^ sinÜ, (58)^ u ^ 2 \77 ^ sma T sm3a */

Mq) Jf0 + i?,^0(l-cos9)-^j^(l-cos9)-Jsin9

(56)

_
;\l-2J 2 (l-i)(l-jA) 4 n

-1 -. sm29 + ~—=-^ sm49T sm3 a r J Jsma
_P- f 1 k \—k ]

Qm _Tftsin9 ~\—(sincp — wcoscp)+——sin 9 cos 9 + -^-^—sin3 9 cos 9k (60)^ u T 2 \tt ^ T T sma T T sm3a T T)

*) Fc 2qcb/ and k gc ^"i^1 ^"^s1 in Fig. 27 (a) and 28 (a).
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(62)
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when a ^ 9 ^ 77

T9 =TQcoscp-^f{^-\yincp, (61)

M M0 + R'\T0(l-cos(p)--^\—(l-cos9)--sin9 + sin9-
[_ 2 [ TT TT

Qy T0sincp—^-|—(sin9 —9 cos9) + cos9L (63)

Assuming that M^, T^ and Qv have plus signs in the direction shown in
Fig. 27 (b) and (c), the total energy V of the curved beam can be written in
the form

Fl M2 T2 M T O2 \

0

From Castigliano's theorem in which it is conditioned that the point A
will neither rotate nor be displaced in the ^-direction

dV
=0, (65)

dM0

From Eq. (65)
77

M0 JI

8V
w0 =°- <66>

SV ff Jf- 8M Tv 8TV M0 8% T9 8MV
8M0 J \ArEeR' 8M0 ArE 8M0 ArER' 8M0 + ArER' 8M0

o

AdO8M0j v

(67)

By inserting §3^=1, |^ ° and |^ 0 into Eq. (67), we obtain

nrr J{ijffi'+wl^'^/^WH"0- (68)

0 0 0

77 77

Hence XM^dcp + e T^dy 0. (69)

o ö

From Eq. (69)

kl e Ä\ oc 3(1—ib) /, e 3,\+ 4(1-ir-2)si^ + ^16^(1-^-4A)sÄ {70)

3(1-&W e 3.\cosa 3-_;w 1



A

It follows that
TT

(71)
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From Eq. (66)

11= ff M9 8M„ Tv 8TV Mv 8TV T9 8MV
8% J\ArEeR' 8Tq ArE 8T0+ ArER' BTq ArER' 8T0

o

By inserting^ R' (1 - cos <p), JJ? cos <p and ||^ sin <p in Eq. (71)

-i e 77 77

j-^ ^ Mycoscpdcp-^ JQ^smcpdcp^ 0, (72)

Mycoscpdcp 0. (73)

o

From the above-mentioned equations

T0 =s3lk~ + ^(9-4/^18A + 8A&)sin2al, (74)
77 [ 4 30 J

_tf0 :*üAri_JL(9-4fc-18A+8Afc)HinBa
77 |_4 30

yyi7-^y-y-yyi-i)y. ™
3(1-*)/, c 3,\/ a cosa\ 3-&w 1

H I 1 =-r A 1-^—= ^7T-\ 77— A(77 — a) SU1 06

16 \ Ä' 4 /\sin3a sm2a/ 8
v ; J

Therefore, the circumferential stress in the section B of the cylinder (Fig. 20)
and the stress of the diaphragm can be derived from

--2?-f& (76)

°<~h?£' (77)

r %*-, (78)

where a0 is the circumferential stress of the cylinder, ai is the circumferential
stress of the inner flange and t is the shearing stress of the diaphragm. Generally,

ai reaches its maximum value in the proximity of cp Trj2 (compression) and

cp 7? (tension). When the value of ai at <p tt/2 is regarded as its maximum
value approximately, T and M9 can be written in the form
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T
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F<x

Mv M0 + T0R'-F{1R'^ + -\-^(Z-k)Sm«\.

Andat<p _- Tv =-T0,

Mv M0 + 2T0R'-FilR'{~-±(3-k)sm«\.

(79)

(80)

Axis through the centroid Neutral axis

b»

Cylinder

Diaphragm

-b2

Inner flange of diaphragm

(a) (b)

Ar b1f1 +b2f2 + b3tp, Ad b2f2, r

Fig. 28.

&i loge A + b2 löge f+ b3 löge lQ

The effective width of the cylinder shown in Fig. 28 (b) is derived from the
results of experiments and the reference material [7] in the form

&3 62+1.56/ij^. (81)

The following results have been obtained according to the above-mentioned
calculations:

1. Relation between oc and crmil. When the width of a beam or a is changed
with the thickness of the web and the flanges of the beam and the height of
the web left unchanged in the case of a cylinder with a diameter of 2 meters,
crmil of the beam flanges is calculated to reach its minimum value in the
proximity of a 45° and shows a large value at a ^ 35° or a ^ 60° (Fig. 29 (a)).
Similar results are obtained in the case of a cylinder with a diameter of one
meter (Fig. 29 (b)).

2. Relations between oc and a0, ai and r. When the width of a beam or a is
changed with k, 6X and b2 left unchanged in the case of a cylinder with a
diameter of 2 meters, the maximum values of a0, ai and t are calculated to
decrease with an increase in the value of oc. All of them are affected greatly
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by a and decrease with a decrease in the value of a (Fig. 30 (a), (b) and (c)).
The maximum value of a0 is more liable to be affected by tp than the others
and that of ui is affected by fx (Fig. 30 (b) and 31).

The position at which at reaches its maximum value varies with oc. It
reaches its maximum value in the proximity of 9 76° for a 45° and in the
proximity of 9 84° for a 75° (Fig. 30 (d)). The maximum value is affected
by a for a 45°, but it is little affected by a for oc 75°. Denoting at at 9 90°

by a190' <7i90
can be expressed against a as shown in Fig. 30 (e).
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Fig 31
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3. Relations between k and b1 and u%, a0 and r. o% increases with an increase
in the value of k. However, the former is not affected greatly by the latter.
Both az and a0 decrease with an increase in the value of b1. The effect of 6X

on a% is considerably great (Fig. 32).

4. Relations between bx f1 and at, a0 and r. According to this method of
calculation, the relations between at, o0 and r and b1 /x or the area of the manhole
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flange can be diagrammatically shown with a taken as a parameter when oc,

R, tp, k and b2 are given. An example of the relations is shown in Fig. 33.
Practical values of b1 and fx can be determined from such a diagram.
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Results of Experiments

The results of experiments with this type are shown in Fig. 35 through 41.

According to these results, the distribution of shearing stress is found to be
disturbed in the proximity of the part at which the cylinder is joined to the
beam web. The position of its maximum value lies toward the web side. The
maximum value obtained by calculation is fairly close to the maximum value
obtained by measurement.

The axial stress of the beam flanges is concentrated in the proximity of the
web and the maximum value lies at the points where the cylinder is joined to
the flanges in the axial distribution of the stress. The maximum value obtained
by calculation is appropriate.

The maximum value of circumferential stress lies at the point C and that
in the case of B with no interlocked webs is a little larger than that in the case
of A with interlocked webs. The maximum value obtained by calculation is
appropriate in the case of B.

The maximum value of the axial stress of the cylinder lies at the point D
where the lower flange of the beam is joined to the cylinder. The value cal-
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Fig. 34. With interlocked webs A

With no interlocked webs B

Fig. 35.

m
300

(kg/cm2)
P= 20t

Shearing stress

Measured value

Calculated value

culated by the conventional beam theory comes in coincidence with the value
measured in the proximity of the point D. Local bending occurs in this
proximity, causing values measured on the inside and outside of the cylinder wall
to differ from each other. The mean of two different values is shown in Fig. 40.
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Calculated value

The dimensions of the diaphragms used with the specimens are shown in
Table 1.

An M — Ai curve is given in Fig. 42. According to this curve, butting type
showed initial yield in the proximity of Mh{rr). The interlocked web has the
effect of lowering the shearing stress of the knee Joint and raising the value
ofJfÄ(T).
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Table 1. Dimensions of the Speeimen

Symbol of speeimen A B

Outside diameter of cylinder D (cm)

Thickness of cylinder tp (cm)
tp 1R

Distance between beam flanges dx (cm)

100 (radius to the center of the
thickness of the cylinder wall: 49.3)

1.4

1/35.7
98.1

Thickness of interlocked web t2 (cm) 1.4 | —
Distance between beam webs b (cm) 78.6 (total width: 85.0)

bj2R 0.797
Thickness of beam flanges tx (cm) 1.9

Thickness of diaphragms 62 (cm)
Radius of manhole a (dimensions of

flange fl9 b±) (cm)
Sectional area of beam _4& (cm2)

1/41.4
1.4

50 (1.2,10)

592.4
Sectional area of column Ac (cm2) 601.5 433.5

AbjAc 1/1.015 1/0.732
Modulus of section of beam Sb (cm3) 19697
Modulus of section of column Sc (cm3) 12217 10537

Sbj Sc 1/0.620 1/0.535
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Fig. 42.
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Table 2. Dimensions of the Bending Speeimen

Symbol of speeimen 10-350 14-350 14-500 17-350

Outside diameter of cylinder D (cm) 100
Thickness of cylinder tp (cm) 1.0 1.4 1.7

tplR 1/49.5 1/35.2 1/28.9
Length of span l (cm) 300
Sectional area A (cm2) 308.8 433.5 525.0
Modulus of section S (cm3) 7513 10537 12686

a Thickness of Web ö2 (cm) 1.4

cö Radius of Manhole a (cm) 17.5 17.5 | 25.0 17.5
Dimensions of flange /i> &i (cm) 1.2,10

Dia a/R 1/2.83 1/2.82 1/1.97 1/2.81

*¦//. 1/21.6 1/21.3 1/16.0 1/21.1

Inner flangeCylinder2 -

(14-350)

0 1000 (kg/cm2)

Axial stress

(a)

P l50t

I000L
(kg/cm2)

Circumferential stress

(b)

(14-350)

P=l00t

Fig. 44.
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The interlocking type is nearly strong enough to satisfy Mp, while the butting
type is a little short in strength but has relatively large rotating capacity.

A simplified form of bending test as shown in Fig. 43 was carried out for
checking the stress of a cylinder and that of diaphragms.

According to the results of the test, the axial stress of the cylinder is close
to the value calculated by the conventional beam theory as shown in Fig. 44 (a),
and the circumferential stress of the cylinder and the stress of the diaphragms
are nearly in coincidence with the above-mentioned calculated value as shown
in Fig. 44 (b). How the diaphragms and the cylinder cooperate with each other
was calculated from the axial distribution of the circumferential stress of the
cylinder, the result of which is shown against Rltp in Fig. 45. The value of 63

calculated from Eq. (81) is fairly close to the measured value in thick-walled
cylinders.
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Diaphragms with a small value of a buckled in a rupture test, resulting in
a premature lowering of yield strength (Fig. 46). It is necessary to pay due

regard to the thickness of diaphragms with a small manhole radius. Even if
diaphragms are provided with inner flanges, it is recommended that the thick-
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ness of diaphragms be determined according to the conventional rule 62 yl
on the thickness of an intermediate stiffener or a free outstanding leg of a
secondary member (Fig. 47 (a)). The stiffener shown in Fig. 47 (b) can be

effectively used.
When the width of a beam is larger than the diameter of a cylindrical

column, they are joined as shown in Fig. 48. They do not differ basically from
the above-mentioned types. Fig. 49 shows a case applicable not only to force
acting within the surface of rigid frame construction but to force acting outside
its surface. It has been confirmed that, if diaphragms are arranged as shown
in this figure and the oblique diaphragms extending from the cylinder to the
beam flanges are made as thick as the cylinder wall and those extending in
the axial direction of the beam are made as thick as lihe beam web in this
case, it results in an appropriate value of the shearing stress in the knee Joint
and a fairly small value of the stress due to shear lag in the beam flanges.

r 1

Fig. 48.
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n

Fig. 49.

3. Circular Are Knee Joint

When bending moment is applied to the rigid frame knee Joint of box
section shown in Fig. 50, stress exerted in the acute outer corner is very low.
Therefore, the rigid frame knee Joint is regarded as a bent tube of box section
by assuming that the hatched part does not exist.

_^SS*_/*-K^Sv**
XV,

W

(a)

-t2

1 x

2

Axis through the centroid

-t2
Neutral axis

b : Effective width of
circular are flange

A: Effective sectional
area of knee Joint

(b)

Fig. 50.
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In the bent tube shown in Fig. 51, tensile force and compressive force are
created in the outer and inner flanges, respectively, by bending moment. They
give rise to resultant forces, each directed toward the neutral axis. These
resultant forces cause the section to be deformed as shown in Fig. 51 (b). If it
is assumed that the section of the bent tube continues to be a plane even after
it is bent, the elongation (contraction) of the flange elements S S± (rr^ at a
distance of x from the symmetrical axis y is related not only to the increment
A dg of the angle dg, but also to the displacement w in the radial direction
of the section.

The strain in the lengthwise direction of the flange element rrx can be

expressed in the form

A dr Adr — wdg
dr

And E
1-v2 -—(¦l-v2\

dr

Adr d$
dr w dr

E w
l-.2i?/

(82)

(83)

where amax is the flange stress right above the web, the value of which is taken
at the center of the thickness of the flange.
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The differential equation with respect to the displacement w of the flange
plate can be written in the form

Et\ d*w_ tx

12(1-,2) dx* xRt
t TP t

By inserting Eq. (83) in Eq. (84) and putting crmax^- q' and x- -^y kf

Et\ d*w
TZJ ~h w' (85)

12(l-i/2) dx*

Taking into account the symmetry to the ?/-axis and putting

p-fim (86)

we obtain the Solution in the form

w ?'/, ^ 2ßx • ^2ßx ,* 2ßx u2ßx\~ 1 - Cx sin-^- smh —^ C2 cos —^— cosh -r—I • (87)

Supposing that the webs wg and vt in a, rigid frame having rigid joints
u, v, t and q as shown in Fig. 51 (b) are deformed in circular are form, the
radius of curvature p of the web plates is expressed in the form

d

(£).. -1
'*-_ p

On the other hand, the bending moment at the points q and t of the flange
q t is defined as

Et\ ld2w\ _ Et\ 1Et\ (d2w\
(l-v2)\dx2J* ~12 (1 -v2) \dx2)x=* 12 (1 -v2) p

'

From the above equation

fcb 2^) (d^)__|- (89)
2 ^

From Eq. (88) and ^=6/2 0, Cx and C2 can be derived in the form

_ sC-cS-ysS _ »C+cS-ycC
1 cs + CS-y(S2 + c2)' 2 cs+CS-y(S2 + cV ^ ;

where Y 2ß^ (91)

and sinß s, sinhß S, cosß c and cosh/? C. (92)

„ [„ 2ßx u2ßx _ 2ßa; 2j8a;\Hence cr^, amax I Cx sm —j— smh —^—h C2 cos —^— cosh —r—I. (93)
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The flange force is defined as
b

2

2 h \ax d%

o

H & °max •

From the above equation

b 1 y (sin 2/3 + sinh2ß) -2(--COS 2ß + cosh2ß)

(94)

(95)
b 2ß y(cos2j3 + cosh2j8)-(sin2jS + sinh2j8)

'

If the value of ß grows, for instance, ß ^ 3, Eq. (95) may be substituted by

1 - 1 y-2 (96)b~ JßT^i- (96)

t is morely related to the dimensions of the section and Ri.
If the value of b is made known, the maximum value of the flange stress

can be calculated.

umax / _.\ * \^'/
Ae(Ri-ti)

The distance r0 between the neutral axis and the center of curvature can
be written in the form

'o (98)
Ro "+" o 0 ~ o - l ~^

2
(b + t2) loge + 212 log, + (b +12) loge

P X P _1_
X P X

-^0 ~~
2" i"^ 2 l ~~

2

Results of Experiment

An experiment was carried out to prove that the above-mentioned pre-
sumptive calculations were correct from a practical point of view.

The shape and dimensions of the speeimen used in the experiment is shown
in Fig. 52. The axial distribution of the axial stress of the circular are flange
is shown in Fig. 53 and 54.

According to the result of the experiment, the stress distribution of the
axial stress of the circular are flange at the point D is concentrated in the
proximity of the web. The stress distribution along the circular are is found
not to change greatly in the circular are. It will be seen that the above-
mentioned calculations provide values close to the measured values. These
calculations were made on the assumption that the effective width of the outer
flange is equal to b or it is effective over its total width.
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An M — Ai curve is shown in Fig. 55. The load is of open type. According
to this, it will be seen that Mp can be reached easily. In this case, however,
careful attention must be paid to great stress concentration arising in the
proximity of the flange web because the section is warped in the proximity
of the circular are flange of the knee Joint. For this reason, the oblique rein-
forcements shown in Fig. 56 may serve effectively.
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Distribution of axial stress of the circular are

flange along the circular are
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Conclusion

In this report are presented some proposals for the calculation of stress at
rigid frame knee joints in which beams with box section are used, and the
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results of examination of the proposals through experiments have been
described.

It is suggested that conventional methods of calculation made on the assumption

that shearing stress is uniformly distributed in the web of straight
reetangular knee joints should be corrected. It is also suggested that the stress
due to shear lag obtained by model calculation must be considered with respect
to flange stress. Diagrams used for estimating the stress due to shear lag are
made available for this purpose. At the same time, it is pointed out that these
ideas are applicable to such types as straight haunch type and circular are
type straight flanges. When the application of plastic design is considered,
it is necessary to pay due regard to the thickness of knee joints, because,
generally in such knee joints, the total plastic moment of column or beam is

apt to be lowered by shearing stress. As large stress concentration will occur
near the inside of knee joints, it is necessary to render the total strength of
flange to the joints to be welded. The effect of inserted web on shearing stress
in knee joints, when a cylindrical column is used, has been detailed in this
paper. The necessity of paying due regard to shear lag is also discussed in
considering the stress to beam flange as in the case of straight reetangular
type. As fairly large stress is generated in the inner flange of diaphragm, or
as the diaphragm possibly buckles at too early a stage, depending on its
dimension, the method of calculation of the diaphragm stress and the limitation
of the thickness of diaphragm were called to particular attention.

As for the circular are knee Joint, this report shows the method of calculation

of the circular are flanges, in which the warping of web and flange of knee
Joint is taken into consideration. In this case, section arrangement and the
thickness of the plate must be determined carefully because fairly large stress
concentration is observed in the proximity of the web of the circular are
flange. According to the results of experiments with the above-mentioned
types, the calculated values generally come in eoineidence with the values
obtained by the experiments.

These are the points which must be considered in designing knee joints of
welded construction. While some more problems are yet to be examined as to
stress concentration at the inner point in the knee joints or stress disturbance
in the proximity of the inner point in the web, the methods of calculation
proposed herein are believed to provide some references for solving these
problems.
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Summary

The authors present some proposals in this paper regarding calculation of
stress at knee joints of rigid frame construction, and confirm the applicability
through several experiments. A few types of knee joints, such as straight
reetangular, straight haunch and circular are haunch, have been investigated.

One of the features of this report is that the stress due to shear lag is taken
into consideration with respect to flange stress in knee joints formed by welded
beam and column of box section. The stress due to shear lag can be calculated
by means of model, and diagrams are used for estimation of the stress. Not
only columns with box section but cylindrical columns are discussed in this
paper.

Resume

Le present article contient quelques propositions pour le calcul des noeuds
de cadres rigides et confirme son application par divers essais. On a examine
plusieurs types de nceuds: forme rectangulaire, polygonale et en are de cercle.

Ce qui caracterise cet article est le fait que nous avons considere 1'influence
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de la deformation du cisaillement sur les contraintes des semelles. Cette influence

peut etre obtenue a partir de modeles mathematiques et de graphiques.
En outre, on examine le cas des colonnes cylindriques.

Zusammenfassung

Die Verfasser unterbreiten in diesem Beitrag einige Vorschläge zur
Spannungsberechnung an Rahmenecken und bestätigen die Anwendbarkeit durch
verschiedene Versuche. Etliche Typen von Rahmenecken, wie rechtwinklige,
polygonale und kreisförmige werden untersucht.

Eines der Merkmale im vorliegenden Aufsatz äußert sich darin, daß die
Spannungsänderungen in den Flanschen infolge der Schubverformung in
Betracht gezogen werden. Der Einfluß der Schubverformung kann anhand
von Modellen ermittelt und zur Schätzung der Spannung können Diagramme
benutzt werden. In dieser Arbeit werden nicht allein Stützen mit
kastenförmigem Querschnitt, sondern auch zylindrische Stützen behandelt.
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